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centuries	The only legitimate imperialism is that of reason.'
To identify nationalism with rationalism is characteristically
French. Few distinctions are more significant in modern
French political thought than the famous distinction drawn by
Charles Peguy between mystique and politique. When traditional-
ists like Barres had spoken of nationalism in superstitious terms,
of the feelings inspired by the bones of ancestors in the soil,
Peguy raised the conception of national feeling once again to a
moral, Christian level, to a conception which satisfied both
French rationalism and French nationalism. His famous epi-
gram—tout commence en mystique et tout finit en politique—might
seem to express a sort of fin de siecle disillusionment, though
Peguy himself defined his terms carefully enough. But the
actual effect of his personal influence on French thought—the
greater because of his death in action on the Marne in 1914—
was to revive and purify, in modern terms, the spirit and tradi-
tion of the Revolution. His passionate belief in personal in-
tegrity, obedience to conscience against all authority at what-
ever the cost, the quality of his revulsion against the forces
which tried to crush Dreyfus, made him the hero of modern
Republican individualism, and the dramatic antithesis to
Charles Maurras and all that French traditionalist Conserva-
tism represents.
In reply to requests to define his meaning, Peguy declared
that 'la mystique republicaine, c'e'tait quand on mourait pour la Re'-
publique; la politique re'publicaine, c'est a present qu'on en vif. He saw
Caesarism not only in the Second Empire, in Boulangism, in
the anti-Dreyfusards, but also in the electoral committees and
the parliamentary party machinery of the Radicals and Radi-
cal-Socialists. Indeed, he saw a tendency to Caesarism in all
political organization, for he saw politics as the degeneration of
pure spirit. Only in the untrammelled realm of pure human
spirit could there be freedom and truth. Morals and politics are
for him interdependent. eWe can in no wise distinguish the
social from the moral revolution, in that we do not believe the
moral revolution of mankind can be sincerely, deeply, seriously
effected without a complete revolution of his social environ-
ment; and we equally believe that no formal revolution would

